
MACRO PRO LENS 
7x, 14x, and 21x
Works with iPhone 6 & iPhone 6 Plus

GET NEARLY 100X MAGNIFICATION AND SEE BEYOND THE NAKED EYE.

olloclip’s award-winning Macro Pro Lens offers the best optical experience for mobile photographers 

by transforming iPhone’s camera into a digital microscope or loupe.  

Included Lenses:

Macro 7x – Get detail-oriented with increased magnification

Macro 14x – See beyond the naked eye and photograph down to a thread on your shirt

Macro 21x – Create the ultimate close up and achieve nearly 100x magnification when 

combined with iPhone’s digital zoom

Advanced six element optics get in extra close to analyze, document and share  beautiful macro photography and videography with  

edge-to edge clarity instantly and easily.  Simply choose the level of optical magnification you want (7x, 14x or 21x) and achieve crisp 

close-up photos with greater depth of field and less pincushion distortion.  Utilize the included InstaFocus™ hoods to naturally collect and 

diffuse light and facilitate instant focusing.  See all the details in industrial, medical and professional photography. 

Made in U.S.A.

Our in-house engineering and design teams spend countless hours perfecting the ultimate user experience with uncompromised  

quality.  The pocket-sized, patented design works on both the rear-facing camera and the front FaceTime™ camera and requires no special 

case or bracket to work seamlessly with your iPhone.  Plus, it comes with 3 wearable pendants to keep your lens easily accessible on your 

keychain, backpack, handbag… or anywhere you want it within arm’s reach.  Because the best camera is the one that’s always with you.

7x 14x 21x

FEATURES:
Professional-style lenses convert iPhone into a digital 
microscope or loupe

Advanced six element optics deliver edge-to-edge clarity

Analyze, document and share beautiful macro photos and 
video instantly

Award-winning compact design works seamlessly with no 
extra parts needed

Included InstaFocus™ hoods naturally collect and diffuse 
light and facilitate focusing

Part Code: OC-0000138-EU
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